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Welcome Aboard!
I hope you and your loved ones are safe 
and well, and that your business has been 
able to weather the storm of the last 12 
months. It has been a challenging year for 
all of us and, although there is still some 
uncertainty in the short term, we are 
looking forward to gradually returning 
to normal as the year progresses. 

We have traded through many ups 
and downs since we began in 1974 by 
listening to our customers and developing 
and sourcing unique products; and in this 
way we’re setting out to make a success 
of 2021. We never stop searching for and 
developing products that we think your 
customers will love, and we’re delighted 
to present almost 100 lines new for 2021. Please keep this 
supplement with your 2020 catalogues, which remain valid 
this year; together they offer more than 2,500 nautical gifts, 
furnishings, clothing, and chandlery lines.

To order, please call our sales team on +44 (0)1932 244396 
or order online at www.nauticalia-trade-sales.com. 

See more globes 
on page 47 of 
our 2020 Gifts 
and Furnishings 
catalogueManaging Director
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Note:  
Compasses 
not suitable 
for serious 
navigation

Raleigh Globe
The Raleigh globe sits on a tall 
turned wooden pedestal and displays 
political mapping in vintage colours 
for an antique effect.

2973 Raleigh Globe, 41cm

Miniature Globes
These 10cm globes offer a surprising amount of detail considering 
their small size, and are available in a choice of colours.

6695 World globe on metal stand, ivory 
6696 World globe on metal stand, blue 
6697 World globe on metal stand, purple

Code Flag Wood & Brass Rulers
Just what you would expect to find in an Admiral’s study, these  
elegant rulers made from teak or brass  depict flags from the International Code of 
Signals – each engraved and picked out in coloured enamel infill. Beautifully-made 
premium products that should last a lifetime. Marked in inches and centimetres. 

4214 Code Flag brass & teak ruler 30cm 
4215 Pennants brass & teak ruler 15cm 
4216 Code flag brass ruler 30cm 
4217 Pennants brass ruler 15cm

Code Flag Compass Paperweight
Made of chunky brass with a simple working dry 
compass encased in the centre, and code flags picked 
out in enamel on the bezel. Diameter of compass 5cm. 
Available separately is a wooden mahogany-stained 
presentation box with a brass plaque on lid suitable for 
engraving with up to three initials.

4318 Code Flag compass paperweight

4319 NSEW Code Flag compass paperweight

7152 Wooden Box for Compasses. Wooden 
mahogany-stained box with brass engraving plaque.

Welcome Aboard!New!
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The Meridian Collection
Sitting upon the Meridian line, at 0 degrees Longitude, Greenwich is world 
renowned as the place ‘where time begins’ and was once the centre of 
Britain's naval and trading power. It is from here that our collection of clocks 
and desk accessories take their inspiration.

See more from this 
collection on page 9 
of our 2020 Gifts and 
Furnishings catalogue

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

Longitude Desk Clock
Made from brass and wood 
with a brass plaque showing 
Greenwich’s location at 0 
degrees longitude. Stands 
15cm tall and quartz 
movement uses 1x AA 
battery (not supplied). 

5899 Greenwich Where 
Time Begins desk clock‘Where Time Begins’ 

Navigator’s Magnifier
A traditional brass chart weight 
with a swing-out magnifying 
glass. 2 x magnification. 
Diameter 7cm.

2115 Where Time  
Begins magnifier

Greenwich Pocket Watch
Pocket watches were once the 
only option, but to wear one today 
lends the gentleman owner a most 
distinctive air. This one, with its 
aged-effect dial and solid brass 
case, looks like a 19th century 
antique, but - unlike the originals - 
won’t break the bank. Also unlike 
the originals, it has a reliable quartz 
movement, so you can’t use it as 
an excuse to be late! Case diameter 
5cm. Supplied with chain in a velvet 
bag. LR44 battery supplied.

2944 Greenwich Meridian  
Pocket Watch, 5cm

Greenwich  
Pocket Watch Clock
Victorian in style, but 
powered by a reliable modern 
quartz movement, it stands 
14cm tall on an aged brass 
stand with a compass rose 
design base. LR44 battery 
supplied.

2949 Greenwich Pocket 
Watch clock

‘Where Time Begins’ Boxed Compass
Cast and machined from solid brass with a screw-
top case, this functional compass has the Where 
Time Begins emblem  
photo-etched into the  
lid. Diameter 6cm.

3802 Greenwich 
Where Time  
Begins compass

‘Where Time Begins’ 
Business Card Case
Ensure your business cards 
remain clean and crisp in this 
slim brass case with Where 
Time Begins emblem etched 
on the front.

7323 Greenwich Where 
Time Begins card holder

‘Where Time Begins’ Pivot Clock
This charming little desktop clock, cast in brass with an antique 
finish and faux leather binding around the edge, celebrates 
Greenwich’s position at 0° longitude – ‘where time begins’. The 
stand is adjustable in angle to suit your view. Quartz movement uses 
1xAA battery. Stands 10cm tall.

2108 Greenwich 
Where Time 
Begins Pivot clock

The Meridian Collection New!
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See more clocks on pages 6-21 of our 
2020 Gifts and Furnishings catalogue.

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

The Original Paratrooper’s ‘Cricket’
The ACME No. 470 Clicker, or ‘Cricket’ as it became known, was 
conceived in the 1920s as a time-keeping device for musicians, 
but was adopted in 1944 by US paratroopers who needed a way of 
discreetely identifying friendly forces after landing behind enemy 
lines at night. 7,000 were supplied ahead of the D-Day invasion, 
very few of which now survive and are expensive antiques. Our 
authentic replica is made in the UK by the same company, on the 
actual tooling and machines used in 1944. It is superb quality and 
almost indistinguishable from the originals. Nowadays, they also 
serve as a useful dog training aid. Supplied wartime-style cardboard 
box with certificate of authenticity.

1944 ACME No.470 Clicker

Aluminium Porthole Clock
Similar in design to our famous brass porthole clocks, the case is 
cast from solid recycled aluminium and polished to a mirror-
like finish. The face is white with black roman numerals, black 
hands, and a red second hand. Quartz movement uses 1x AA 
battery. Diameter 28cm.

5228 Aluminium Porthole clock

Antique Marine Clock
If you have a traditional décor 
or classic boat, it may not suit 
a highly-polished brass or 
chrome instrument on the wall. 
This clock will blend in with 
its authentic antique look, aged 
brass case, parchment-style 
dial, and Roman numerals.  
The quartz movement however, 
offers modern timekeeping 
and reliability, and uses 1x AA 
battery. Diameter 12cm

6743 Antique Marine clock

Boxed 
Chronometer
This smart desk clock, 
with a crisp white face, 
contrasting black hands, 
and Arabic numerals, 
is set in a glass-
topped hardwood case 
measuring 16x16x10cm. 
Quartz movement uses 
1x AA battery. 

6742 Boxed 
Chronometer

Tower Magnifier
The Tower Magnifier stands 
25cm tall and consists of 
three magnifying lenses (each 
approx 1.5x) which you 
can swing in and out of use 
independently. Experiment 
with different combinations of 
lens numbers and spacing to 
vary the magnifying power and 
focal point to suit your subject. 
It’s an intriguing instrument, 
reminiscent of very early 
microscopes. 

5229 Tower Magnifier

InstrumentsNew!
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Our Best-loved Aircraft 
Sculpted in Aluminium
From ‘vintage’ to 
state-of-the-art, many 
aircraft have become part 
of our national heritage – their 
triumphs, revolutionary engineering 
achievements, and even beauty 
earning them a place in our hearts. 
These impressive sculptures of some 
of the most iconic have been cast 
in solid aluminium and polished to 
a high sheen such that their subtle 
curves and angles catch the light. 
They’re substantial pieces; each will 
require a suitable display space, but 
will look simply spectacular in the 
right location.

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN Recycled 

Aluminium

See smaller versions on page 37 of our 
2020 Gifts and Furnishings catalogue

Concorde
The dream of a future where people would travel the world at twice the speed of sound 
became a reality when Concorde made her first test flight on 2 March 1969, and ‘went 
supersonic’ on 1 October the same year. She then entered service with British Airways 
and Air France in 1976 and took her final commercial flight on 24 October 2003, having 
completed more than 50,000 flights.

Supermarine Spitfire
Developed in 1938 from a Schneider trophy-winning design by the aeronautical engineer and designer R.J Mitchell, the Supermarine Spitfire 
became the hero of the Battle of Britain in the summer of 1940. Spitfires remained in service until 1961 – well into the jet age – by which time 
more than 20,000 had been produced. Wingspan 80cm.

Avro Vulcan
The enormous delta-winged Avro Vulcan was 
designed as the mainstay of the V-bomber fleet - our 
Cold War nuclear deterrent. However, its finest 
hour was arguably the audacious long-range ‘Black 
Buck’ raids of the Falklands conflict. The Vulcan 
served from 1956 until October 2015, when the last 
example (XH558) was withdrawn from service and 
restored to become a much-loved highlight of air 
shows and displays. Instantly recognisable, seeing 
(and hearing!) one in flight was an experience not 
to be forgotten. Sadly, even XH558 no longer flies 
- the task of keeping her in an airworthy condition 
proving insurmountable. Measures 60cm long with a 
wingspan of 76cm.

3522 Concorde 
Sculpture.  
Length 43cm, 
wingspan 17cm.

3523 Concorde 
Sculpture.  
Length 71cm, 
wingspan 30cm. 

3521 Aluminium 
Spitfire 
Sculpture, 80cm 
wingspan

3524 Aluminium 
Vulcan Sculpture, 
77cm wingspan

New!
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1620-2020 
Mayflower

400

See more Mayflower models on page 67 of  
our 2020 Gifts and Furnishings catalogue

7340

55668

55669

7341

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

Mayflower Premium 
Ship in Bottle
In the autumn of 1620, a 
group of English and Dutch 
puritans, believing that the 
Church had strayed too far from Christ’s 
teachings, set out to establish a colony in 
the New World where they could practice 
their religion free from persecution. With 
102 pilgrims and around 30 crew on board, 
Mayflower departed Plymouth for what is now New England on a 
voyage that would last two months in treacherous conditions. This 
journey has become an iconic chapter in American history, and our 
models pay tribute to the ship which remains a popular 
historic symbol today. To celebrate the 400th anniversary 
of her voyage, we have produced these premium quality 
ships in bottles. Handmade in the traditional manner, they 
feature wooden hulls, cotton sails and rigging, and a rope-
bound stopper. Measures 14cm long.

Knotboards
In the days of sail, sailors had to be  
experts in ropework, for the safety of the 
entire ship could depend on whether a knot was 
correctly tied. On long voyages, the tying of knots 
became a craft in itself, and knotboards such as 
these served as displays of skill as well as useful 
training references. These each feature a half-
hull model and eight decorative knots in a glazed 
wooden frame.

7340 Cutty Sark Sailor’s  
knotboard, black, 25cm

7341 Mayflower Sailor’s  
knotboard, white, 25cm

Seaside Plaques
Three-dimensional wooden plaques with a 
seaside theme, each with laser-cut wooden 
elements and hand painted. Measures 37cm.

55668 Mermaid & Crab Live Here sign 
55669 Vitamin Sea Wooden sign

Traditional Fishing Trawler
Traditional fishing trawler complete with 
nets and deck details such as buckets and 
life rings. Length 25cm.

6902 Trawler, 
red, white  
& blue

2991 Mayflower Ship in Bottle 14cm

DécorNew!
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All at Sea
Our All at Sea greeting card range has been a hit with customers thanks 
to the bold, colourful print and witty wordplay. As well as introducing  
a new illustration to the greeting card range, we have now replicated the 
most popular designs onto these galley cloths (tea towels), and apron. 
They’re made from 100% cotton and digitally printed, rather than screen  
printed, to ensure vivid colours and crisp fine detail.

See more designs on our All at Sea 
greeting cards on page 204 of our 
2020 Gifts and Furnishings catalogue

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

4835 4836 4838

4837

4839

Tea Towels, 70x50cm
4835 Sailor’s Eye Chart tea towel 
4836 Against The Flow tea towel 
4837 Britannia Waives Rules tea towel  
4838 High And Dry tea towel  
4839 English Rows Beach Hut tea towel.

Spirit of Southwold Greeting Card
Blank inside for your own message. Measures 15x15cm 
and supplied with white gummed envelope.

3577 All at Sea Card - Spirit of Southwold

Apron, 85x70cm
4855 Sailor’s Eye  
Chart apron

All at Sea New!
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Nautical Sweaters
Timeless nautical designs made, in the UK, from 100% wool. 

3870

99206 99207 99362

3871

Striped Submariner Sweater
This contemporary take on the classic roll-
neck Submariner sweater has bold navy/ecru 
stripes. Just like the original, it’s made from 
100% Merino wool so it’s soft, comfortable, 
and very warm. Can be machine washed 
on a cold cycle, but preferable to hand 
wash gently and dry naturally. Sizes (to 
fit chest): S(40"/101cm), M(42"/107cm), 
L(44"/112cm), XL(46"/117cm), 
XXL(48"/120cm).

99171 Striped Submariner sweater

Breton Crew Sweater
This unisex sweater is perfect for both men and women, featuring traditional  
Breton navy and white stripes, and made from 100% British wool for excellent 
warmth and style. Sizes (to fit chest): S(40"/101cm), M(42"/107cm), L(44"/112cm), 
XL(46"117cm), XXL(48"/120cm).
3870 Breton crew sweater 100% wool, navy 
3871 Breton crew sweater 100% wool, ecru

Cotton Submariner Sweater
A contemporary twist to the classic woollen roll-neck sweaters issued to the Navy in both 
world wars. These chunky knitted sweaters are made from 100% certified organic cotton - 
perfect for milder days, or for layering up on a windy day - and are made to last. Machine 
washable. Sizes (to fit chest): S(40"/101cm), M(42"/107cm), L(44"/112cm), XL(46"/117cm), 
XXL(48"/120cm).

99206 Cotton Submariner, organic, ecru 
99207 Cotton Submariner, organic, navy 
99362 Cotton Submariner, organic, charcoal

Traditional SweatersNew!
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See more traditional nautical 
clothing on page 85 of our 2020 
Gifts and Furnishings catalogue

3865 3866

3868

3867

3869

Nordic Crew Neck Sweater
The classic Norwegian sweater is navy 
with flecks of white, and a ribbed crew 
neck. Ours is UK-made, from wool from 
sheep bred in the Pennines, with a little 
extra length for good coverage and is warm 
and durable. It can be machine washed, 
on a cool setting, for easy care. Sizes (to 
fit chest): S(40"/101cm), M(42"/107cm), 
L(44"/112cm), XL(46"/117cm), 
XXL(48"/120cm).

3853 Nordic crew  
neck sweater

Classic Aran Sweater
It doesn’t get more traditional than the classic Aran sweater – originally from the Aran Islands off the west coast of 
Ireland, they feature distinctive and complex textured patterns, each with its own particular meaning. Our version 
is made in the UK from 100% British wool. Sizes (to fit chest): S(40"/101cm), M(42"/107cm), L(44"/112cm), 
XL(46"/117cm), XXL(48"/120cm).

3865 Classic aran jumper, ecru 
3866 Classic aran jumper, denim 
3867 Classic aran jumper, skiddaw

Balmoral Cable-knit Sweater
A simple, but classic, cable-knit design 
with a crew neck. Made in the UK from 
100% British wool. Sizes (to fit chest): 
S(40"/101cm), M(42"/107cm), L(44"/112cm), 
XL(46"/117cm), XXL(48"/120cm).

3868 Balmoral cable crew, oatmeal 
3869 Balmoral cable crew, navy

Traditional Sweaters New!
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WATER
PROOF

3621NAVY

3621STONE

3862

3861

3861 3862

Farnham Gilet
If you enjoy walking, fishing, birdwatching, 
or photography, or even if you work outdoors, 
you’ll appreciate the countless pockets the 
‘Farnham’ gilet has to offer. It’s lightweight and 
comfortable, and its water-resistant finish and 
stand up collar will give you extra protection 
on those occasions the weather catches you out. 
Sizes: S(34-36"), M(38-40"), L(42-44"),  
XL(46-48"), XXL(50-52"), 3XL(54-56").

Balmoral Waterproof Breathable Coats
The ‘Balmoral’ jacket offers robust protection when the weather is doing its worst. The polyester 
shell is fully waterproof, with taped seams, and it’s breathable to reduce that clammy feeling.  
A lightweight lining, which extends into the detatchable hood, provides additional warmth.  
A total of six external and two internal pockets, and a double zip make it a versatile garment 
that will help you enjoy your time outdoors whatever the weather. Sizes (to fit chest): S(36-38"), 
M(40-42"), L(44-46"), XL(48-50"), XXL(52-54"), XXXL(56-58").

3861 Balmoral waterproof breathable coat, navy 
3862 Balmoral waterproof breathable coat, olive

Water-repellent Waistcoat
Designed primarily for walking, but 
applicable to many other outdoor pursuits, 
this lightweight bodywarmer has a soft-
touch but water-repellent finish, so that in 
light rain you don’t need to bother with a 
jacket etc. - so you can still get easy access 
to the contents of all 11 pockets. 65% 
polyester, 35% cotton, machine-washable. 
Sizes: S(34-36"), M(38-40"), L(42-44"), 
XL(46-48"), XXL(50-52"), 3XL(54-56").

91581 Dale waistcoat, cream

3621NAVY Farnham gilet, navy

3621STONE Farnham gilet, stone

Outdoor ClothingNew!
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WATER
PROOF

WATER
PROOF

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

Adjustable foldaway strap

Advanced waterproof fabrics at everyday prices
These cosy hats are made with a durable waterproof and windproof membrane 
that keeps you warm and comfortable when the weather is doing its worst. 
Technical fabrics, identical to those employed by leading brands, are now available 
at everyday low prices, making them superb impulse-buy lines - perfect for anyone 
caught out by a sudden downpour. One size fits all (adult).

Supersoft lining

See more caps on page 81 of our of our 
2020 Gifts and Furnishings catalogue

WATER
PROOF

WATER
PROOF

WATER
PROOF

6395 6397 6398

Waterproof Beanie Hat, 3 assorted
This product is sold as an assorted group 
of 3 mixed colours and must be ordered in 
multiples of 3. Priced per item.

6396 Waterproof beanie hat,  
3 assorted. €5.54ea (min 3),  
€5.27ea (12+), €4.99ea (24+) 

Waterproof Trapper Hat, 2 assorted
This product is sold as an assorted group of  
2 mixed colours and must be ordered in  
multiples of 2. Priced per item.

6399 Waterproof Trapper hat 2 assorted

Waterproof Bobble Hat
Available in 3 colours, and lined with a super soft and warm fleece fabric.

6395 Waterproof bobble hat, grey 
6397 Waterproof bobble hat, pink 
6398 Waterproof bobble hat, grey stripes

Yachtsman Caps
Finest quality caps heavily 
embroidered – not printed 
– with the most popular 
of our crew ranks and 
nautical slogans. Made 
from 100% cotton twill, 
with plastic-stiffened brims 
and Velcro adjustment. 
One size fits all.

6253 “Old Sailors Turn  
to Port” Yachting cap

Outdoor Clothing New!
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Cook with coals or Cobblestones

Cobb Premier Air
The Cobb Premier AIR offers a host of improvements and upgrades aimed at 
making cooking easier and your food taste even better. Just like the original 
Cobb, it’s incredibly fuel efficient, versatile, and remains cool to the touch on 
the outside, so you can safely use it on board, in the garden, or on a picnic.  
On top of that, improved airflow makes it easier to control cooking tempera-
ture, thicker gauge steel enhances durability so it will last longer, removable 
ash pan makes it easier to clean, and it’s all backwards-compatible to allow 
continued use of Cobb accessories and fuel.

See more from Cobb on page 41 of 
our 2019 Marine Trade Catalogue.

Cobb Features:
•  Stays Cool-to-the-touch on the outside. So 

it can be used on a wooden table, fibreglass 
deck, or your lawn without causing damage. 

•  Doesn’t smoke - food is isolated from  
the charcoal, so fat does not drip onto it  
and flare. 

•  Can be used as a Charcoal oven - delicious 
pizza cooked in just 15 minutes! 

•  Only needs six briquettes to Cook for up to 
3½ hours or one Cobblestone (see below) 
burns for 2½hrs - maximum heat from 
minimum fuel. 

•  Is Easy to clean & long-lasting  -  
all dishwasher safe.

Open When fully opened the 
charcoal can draw more air allowing 
internal temperature to rise

Closed When closed the air flow 
is reduced allowing the charcoal 
to burn slower and reduce the 
temperature

Fits the fuel compartment perfectly

Cobb Cobblestones
Cobblestones are specially shaped to fill the fuel 
compartment of your Cobb barbecues, and formulated 
to burn hotter and longer than charcoal of the same 
size/weight. They are environment-friendly too, being 
made from coconut shells. Each stone burns for up 
to 2hrs (smoke-free after the first three minutes), 
with very little residue. They are individually plastic-
wrapped, so won't absorb moisture if you keep them in 
a soggy locker and nor will they turn everything black. 

99093 Cobblestones, Pack of 6

Cobb Premier AIR 
Comes with a carrying/storage bag. Measures 13" tall, 12"  diameter. Also available is the 
Cobb frying pan & wok set, which is specially designed for use with the Cobb, tough stainless 
steel construction. Cobblestones fuel available for Cobb.

3034 Cobb Premier AIR cooker & bag

New! Cobb Outdoor Cooking System
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Limit Watches
Limit were established in 1912, and 
now we are distributors for their range 
of superb value watches. Offering a 
variety of styles, the collection features analogue and digital 
movements, with classic, modern, and sports designs. 
Nicely packaged, with keen price-points, we have found 
them to be great impulse purchases and gift ideas that sell 
particularly well when placed near the till point.

Limit Sports Watch
The bright, oversized numerals, luminous hands, and backlight 
function ensure this sports watch can be read easily at a glance. At 
48mm diameter the case is large, but the watch remains incredibly 
lightweight at just 55g. 100m water resistant. Gift boxed.

99117 Limit Sports Watch White/Blue

Limit Diver’s Watch
A bold and sporty diver’s style watch with a Japanese precision quartz 
movement, silicone strap, rotating bezel and screw-down crown. 
Water resistant to 200m. Case diameter 49mm. 

99387 Limit Diver’s Watch, orange

Limit Backlit Watch
An analogue sports watch that’s easy to read day or night  
thanks to dial illumination and luminous hands and markers. 
Water resistant to 100m. Case diameter 46mm.

99388 Limit Sports Watch with Backlight

Limit Small Case Sports Watch
For anyone looking for a smaller, unobtrusive watch, this sports 
design offers a case of just 33mm diameter. It still packs in an easy-
to-read digital display, alarm, countdown timer, day/date, and dual 
time feature, and it’s water resistant to 100m.

99389 Limit Digital Sports Watch, 33mm

 

Limit Watches New!
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New High Performance, Dual Power Range
Coast never stop innovating, and are now producing torches with performance that would 
have been unheard of just a year or two ago, especially at these prices. Their new XP (Extra 
Power) range offers a huge step up in brightness, fingertip focusing, and a clever dual power 
system that lets you swap between rechargeable and standard batteries - everything you need 
is in the box. On top of that, the head torches and two larger torches have a glowing battery 
life indicator in the switch to give you an idea how long you have left. The head torches are 
magnetic and can be removed from the straps for positioning in a convenient spot for wide 
area lighting. If you need power, reliability, and flexibility this is the range for you.

1000
3h 10mins

225

HIGH 
OUTPUT

1000
5h 00mins

155

HIGH
OUTPUT

1460
6h 30mins

206

HIGH 
OUTPUT

490
7h 45mins

112

HIGH 
OUTPUT

410
1h 45mins

120

HIGH 
OUTPUT

1025
6h 15mins

136

HIGH 
OUTPUT

400
1h 55mins

180

HIGH 
OUTPUT

Coast XP6R
The XP6R offers up to 400 lumens with 3 power levels for brightness/
battery life, and comes supplied with charging lead. Length 9cm.

5930 Coast XP6R Rechargeable Dual Power torch

Coast XP18R
The XP18R offers an incredible 3500 
lumens in TURBO mode as well as 3 
lower power levels for brightness/battery 
life - that’s twice the power of Coast’s 
previous top of the range model! Comes 
supplied with charging lead and glowing 
power button to indicate remaining 
battery life. Length 15cm.

5933 Coast XP18R Rechargeable  
Dual Power torch

Coast XPH30R
The XPH30R offers an incredible 1000 
lumens in TURBO mode as well as 
3 lower power levels for brightness/
battery life. Comes supplied with 
charging lead and glowing power button 
to indicate remaining battery life. 

5934 Coast XPH30R Rechargeable 
Dual Power head torch

Coast XPH34R – Our Brightest  
Head Torch Ever!
The XPH34R offers an incredible 2400 lumens in 
TURBO mode - Coast’s brightest ever head torch! - 
as well as 3 lower power levels for brightness/battery 
life. Comes supplied with charging lead and glowing 
power button to indicate remaining battery life.

5935 Coast XPH34R  
Rechargeable Dual  
Power head torch  

Coast XPH25R
The XP25R offers an incredible 
400 lumens in high power mode 
as well as 2 lower power levels 
for brightness/battery life. Comes 
supplied with charging lead. 

5938 Coast XPH25R 
Rechargeable Dual Power  
head torch

Coast XP9R
The XP9R offers up to 1000 lumens with 3 power levels for brightness/
battery life, and comes supplied with charging lead. Length 13cm.

5931 Coast XP9R Rechargeable Dual Power torch

Coast XP11R
The XP11R offers up to 2000 lumens 
in TURBO mode as well as 3 lower 
power levels for brightness/battery 
life. Comes supplied with charging 
lead and glowing power button 
to indicate remaining battery life. 
Length 15cm.

5932 Coast XP11R Rechargeable 
Dual Power torch

New!
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Coast Incredible Value Promo Packs
Coast’s fastest selling lines – these lightweight performance torches and head torches are offered at almost impulse-buy 
prices and supplied in countertop display units for quick and easy display at the till point.

85
10h 00mins
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LOW 
OUTPUT

70
17h 00mins

147
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270
5h 00mins

20

HIGH 
OUTPUT

240
5h 00mins

270

HIGH 
OUTPUT

Powerful rechargeable head torch
• High performance – 270 lumen beam
• USB Rechargeable
• 5-10hrs use per charge
• Counter-top display unit supplied

Powerful lightweight torch
• High performance – 240 lumen beam
• Beam focus – flood to spot
• Plastic case saves cost and weight
• Counter-top display unit supplied

Don’t miss Coast’s fully waterproof 
Polysteel range on page 5 of our 
2019 Marine Trade Catalogue.

Coast Rechargeable Head  
Torch Display Pack of 6
Coast’s FL13R is an incredibly good value 
rechargeable lightweight head torch. A special COB 
LED produces a general broad beam with high (270 
lumens), low (85 lumens), red (to preserve your 
night vision), and flashing red (emergency) settings. 
The beam angle can be adjusted for close up or 
distance use, and it is fully rechargeable via USB 
lead (supplied) providing 5-10 hours use per charge. 
5-year warranty. Supplied as a counter-top display 
unit of 6 torches, each in ‘try me’ clear packaging, 
with optional hard hat clips.  

5457 Coast FL13R Head Torch Display Pack of 6

Coast HX4 Cliplight Display Pack of 6
Clip it to your cap, jacket, dashboard, or backpack, or 
magnetically attach it to a metal surface, and swivel the 
bright 80 lumen beam to exactly where you need hands-free 
illumination. It’s tough, versatile, weatherproof, and also offers 
a red light to preserve your night vision. Uses 2x AA batteries 
(supplied). Supplied in a counter-top display unit of 6.

5936 Coast HX4 Cliplight Display Pack of 6

Coast HP7-XDL Torch Display Pack of 6
The HP7 torch is the cornerstone of the Coast range 
- offering high power in a comfortable, compact size. 
This new version packs all that performance into a 
lightweight plastic body which offers a substantial 
cost saving as well as weight. The HP7-XDL produces 
a super-bright white 240 lumen beam which can be 
focussed from spot to flood with one hand. Even the 
low setting of 70 lumens is very bright and extends 
battery life to 17 hours. Uses 3xAAA batteries 
(supplied) and comes with the same 5-year warranty 
as its aluminium counterpart. Supplied as a counter-
top display unit of 6 torches, each in ‘try me’ clear 
packaging. 

5458 Coast HP7-XDL Torch Display Pack of 6

New!
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See more keyrings on page 212 of our 
2020 Gifts and Furnishings catalogue

See more snowglobes on page 
174 of our of our 2020 Gifts and 
Furnishings catalogue

See more pencil sharpeners on 
page 63 of our 2020 Gifts and 
Furnishings catalogue 

Reverse

Code Flag Bunting
Traditionally, code flags or international 
signal flags are used by ships at sea 
individually to spell out short messages or 
in combinations with special meanings. 
Our code flag bunting includes 40 code 
flags (letters of the alphabet, numbers 
0-9, and three signal flags). Made from 
colourful, lightweight polyester, it is 
intended for decorative use around your 
home, office, garden or boat! 15 metres.

6159 Code Flag Bunting, 15m

52709 Lighthouse 
Snowglobe, 4cm

Pirate Bunting
Bunting with 20 pirate flags for parties. 
Overall measurement of the pirate 
bunting is 20-ft (6m) 

6260 Pirate Bunting 20 flags, 6m

4332 Keyring  
Magnifier

6948 Camper Van 
Pencil Sharpener

4207 Half Hull  
keyring, blue yacht

4208 Half Hull  
keyring, red yacht

New! Nautical Gifts


